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ARVIND NAGAR 
NEW DELHI 

KRISHNA BHAVAN 

KOTILINGESHWAR NAGAR 
RAILWAY STATION CROSS 

NATHU  Weds……...DUSHI ? 
ARVIND NAGAR/ KOTILINGESHWAR NAGAR: The title says nathu weds, what about dushi then? It is not that 

Nathu is marrying Dushi… they are not that what your dirty mind is thinking. These are two oldest bachelors of the city. 

Looking at their size nobody knew that they are bachelors but the truth is they were forced to remain bachelor as one was 

size conscious and another one was society conscious. One was busy in resizing himself half of the year and other one was 

busy in solving pseudo social problems. Once upon a time they were close friends and classmates but now though they are 

close friends, their size does not allow them to hug each other physically. But at last both of them realized that they should 

marry before their manufacturing date gets expired for marriage. So our dear friend Nathu realized that it is the soul of the 
girl that matters for the marriage not her or his size and hence he settled down to a single girl from pune. And our good 

old friend Umesh dushi began to realize that he has solved more social and family problems of others for all these days 

and now time has come to create and solve his own problems by marrying. As he was always interested in rural 

development he is marrying a girl from village called abbigeri. Nathu is marrying on 28
th

 of June at Sri.Krishna kalyan 

mantap and umesh dushi’s marriage is in gadag on 2
nd

 July and his reception is at hubli on 5
th

 July at the same venue. All 

the best for both them, May god bless the couples with couple of kids in the coming future. 

SHUKRUVAR PETH, PUNE: The picture shows Nathu with his fiancée during 

his 4th visit to pune after he got engaged. He is more than thrilled after he got engaged 

and spends more time talking to her over phone and spends rest of the time chatting 

with her online. And in the mean time if he gets any time then he sends his daily 

reports to Suvarna channel which is paying him monthly salary without fail 

irrespective of what he does in Delhi. Before getting engaged to this girl Nathu was 

busy in having online dating and thought of settling for a girl thru’ online but once he 

realized that he has to marry girl physically,  he dropped the idea of on line affairs and 

settled for pune based girl with blessings of family members. For them it was not 

tough task to find a correct size girl once he gave them consent to search a girl. 

INSIDE ROOM, KRISHNA BHAVAN: Umesh 

Dushi utilized first given opportunity to take his 

fiancée out for a cup of tea at Krishna bhavan. 
Actually he was sent along with a girl to take 

engagement ring size but during the small meeting 

he must have taken thorough measurement of a girl. 

Umesh has habit of commenting on others when he 

sees them with their girl friends/fiancée but this time 

Santosh chavhan caught him in Krishna bhavan and 

was surprised to see Umesh with girl. When he 

realized that this is the girl to whom Umesh is likely 

to get engaged, he promptly spread this news as 

usual to everyone. Umesh dushi used to talk lot 

about Santosh chavhan when chavhan used to carry 

girls on his bike and now Santosh chavhan will not 

miss this opportunity to spread this news across. 
Dushi with his fiancée having tea at Krishna bhavan and seen by Santosh 
Chavhan, this photo is taken by cc TV camera at Krishna bhavan 
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DESHPANDE NAGAR, M.P OFFICE: When the entire constituency was 

preparing for the 15
th

 lokasabha election of dharwad constituency, umesh dushi 

was busy in selecting the girl.   Even the top BJP leaders ignored him during 

the election as they all wanted him to get marry as soon as possible. For 

everybody Umesh finalizing the girl was more challenging than pralhad joshi 

winning the election. But in the end not only pralhad joshi won the election but 

umesh dushi also finalized the girl. Umesh, who loves having issues daily, 

missed a biggest event like election for his personal reason but he poked his 

nose whenever there was an opportunity. After the election M.P pralhad joshi 

expressed his happiness over Umesh dushi finalizing girl and he said for him 

this election was second term and was confident of victory. But he was not 

confident about Umesh getting the girl so soon or in political words, M.P was 

not confident that any girl would marry him so soon. 

Selection during ELECTION 

Spitting Banned 

Krishna Bhavan Compound: 
Spitting of tobacco and gutka has 

been banned by the administration of 

Krishna bhavan with effective from 

1st June. After giving lot of thought to 

this proposal Krishna bhavan owner 

Mr.Krishnamurti Uchchila has 

decided to implement this law. It 

seems all flower pots at the entrance 

of the Krishna bhavan have started 

giving only red-oxide color flowers 

and even the jasmine flower has 

blossomed in red color. Flower pots 

surrounding the Krishna bhavan are 

used like spittoons and Kittanna who 
does not chew tobacco but only 

smokes got annoyed and said when I 

don’t chew why I should allow others 

to spit in my premise. There is a 

rumor that this law is basically 

targeting Santosh chavhan as he is 
regular visitor of the Krishna bhavan 

& needless to say he is gutka chewer. 

One can’t rule out the role of Umesh 

dushi in convincing Kittanna for this 

law as he hates people spitting 

against him in Krishna Bhavan. 

Free…..fall for both of them! 

FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE HEART: Most of us are already married and 

we have had enough with our married life. Very few in our group had opportunity 

to have second wife or another affair but majority of us have failed in that aspect. 

Even some of us could not think in that direction due to the over burden of the 

existing wives. For us getting married was fun. We got carried away by this fun 

and by the time we realized our wives were carrying. It is only then we started 

feeling the heat of marriage and we are being constantly burnt by that heat till 

today. For us now marriage seems to be the boring process and it seems as if we 

have been married since ages though it is just 6- 8 years. But our two dear friends 

are marrying now with full enthusiasm and that makes us feel pity about them. 

We have all gone thru’ this stage and even we were also enthusiastic while 

marrying. We are not disappointing them by expressing our problems but we are 

just warning them. They have witnessed many of our problems live and yet they 

have decided to marry because it is inevitable part of everybody’s life. Now once 

they get marry it is like free fall from all sorts of enjoyment of life into a ditch 

called married life which is full of mystery and misery. People say Love is blind 
but I say you marry once then you will feel marriage like a real eye-opener for 

life. Any way let us do not threaten them…let us wish them all the best. 

  D  I  S  C  L  A  I  M  E  R    
 

THIS   PAPER IS BASICALLY FOR MATURE, HUMOUROUS   AND   CREATIVE PEOPLE   AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TRUE. ALL THE CHARACTERS 

AND PLACES MENTIONED IN THIS PAPER ARE FICTITIOUS.  IF   YOUR NAME   RESEMBLES    WITH ANY OF THE CHARACTERS MENTIONED IN THE   

PAPER, IT IS JUST A MATTER OF COINCIDENCE.  THIS PAPER IS NOT EDITED FOR SPELLING AND GRAMMAR   KEEPING YOUR AVERAGE   ENGLISH   

KNOWLEDGE IN A MIND.   YOUR   STINKING COMMENTS CAN BE SENT TO prashant@adur.org 
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From desk to dust bin… 

                EDITORIAL BY PRASHANT K.ADUR 

 

It’s my sixth edition in last 10 years. My last 

edition was during prabhu angadi’s marriage. 

After that it took almost two years for my close 

friends to get marry or find a suitable girl. But 

at last they have found and I am glad they are 

off to a new start in their life now. I wish them 

all the best. 

 

This paper is printed in good spirit of friendship 

and makes the moment and event historical in 

their life. Imagine after 25 years when they say 

to their children that a news print was 

published during their marriage among the 

friends, how wonderful and amazing they feel. 

It is just to mark this occasion and make it fun 

among the friends only. People need to grow in 

this world, one can’t take everything personal 

in life, if taken it is his life which is going to be 

miserable not others. 

 

This is basically for mature friends who 

understand that life is fun and should be 

enjoyed. I don’t publish anything in this paper 

to insult them but rather I publish the things 

which are being said about them and they are 

also aware of it. It should not be taken seriously 

and in some cases contents are imagined in 

order to add humor to the story. 

 
Remember every life is life and it is bloody once 

in a life time life. Even  a  minor event  in  your  

life  is  event of  your world  and  thus  it  is 

world event  for  your   life. What you are is –

YOU ARE. One should fall in love with oneself 

and it is a passion to which one should remain 
faithful. 

 

Life comes once. So understand the importance. 

Tomorrow if you are not there, the world is also 

not there for you any more. It does not matter to 

you anymore what is happening in the world. 

Your world is shutdown forever. So for you, 

your life is essential and the outside world is 

non-essential. Whatever you are in this life, 

start loving life and enjoy life. That is why 

I always say………… 

                                ….…enjoy the bloody life. 

 
 

Dhadam-Dhudki.. Pavser adki 
CORPORATION GARDEN / JANTAR -MANTAR: This is the 
game which everyone of us have played during our childhood but for 

Umesh and Nathu finding a girl was also sort of Dhadam-Dhudki game. 

For Nathu it was weight at the other end of the bench worried and for 

dushi it is attitude to adjust with him at the end mattered. Dushi if got 

annoyed he would kick the partner at the other end and may dare to play 

from both ends on his own. No matter he enjoys it or not but he would 

pretend as if he is having a nice game playing all alone. Nathu being 

sincere in finding right weight at the other end even tried to reduce his 

weight in order to enjoy the play. But at last both of them have found a 

right partners at the other end and now they are all set for the Dhadam-

Dhudki of life and hoping for the sheer enjoyment of life. The life game 

is all about balancing the attitude not weight. 

Nano is too nano for Nathu… 
T.B ROAD: Nathu is planning for Nano car once he gets married. No 

motor bike in this world can carry the couple so it was inevitable for 

him to settle down for the car and TATA have released the small car at 

the right time for him. It seems Nathu has requested seat alteration in 

the car. He wants only two seats, one in the front and another one at 

backside. He says the size of the seats are very small for him and hence 

he has asked for joining front two seats and making it like sofa seat so 

that he can sit comfortably and drive. And similarly he is having sofa 

seat for the back seat so that his wife can also sit comfortably. Couple 

sitting in the front seat of the car is ruled out as the Nano car is too 

small for the newly wed extra large couple. Nathu Have a nice journey. 
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Nathu reporting from…New Delhi 

PARLIAMENT, NEW DELHI: Prashant Nathu, a graduate in engineering went on to 

become a reporter for Suvarna TV channel after completion of journalism course. Nathu 

when realized that his engineering skills are very poor compared to other skills, decided 

to go for other career option. How he passed the engineering course is not only surprise 

but also a shock for many. Even Umesh dushi’s case is same. Both are engineering 

graduates dedicated to non engineering fields. These two are inspiration for the 

engineering drop out students. One should learn from them how to make continuous 

attempt to write exam and how to get passed afterwards. Hook or crook by any means. 

Nathu became reporter in New Delhi for Suvarna Kannada channel. His stories are 

interesting and whenever he makes the story he calls every friend in Hubli-dharwad-
Bangalore and tells them to watch the story so that the TRP rating increases. He takes 

their feedback later on for his stories.  It is only because of him many people watch 

Suvarna channel in Hubli. People in Hubli are aware of existence of this channel because 

of his constant reminders to watch his programs. His reporting is nice and actually he 

looks good on LCD screen or 28 inch flat TV. If you are watching it in 17 inch TV then 

you will see only his mouth doing bla…blaaa..Blaaa. Off late he has started eating pan 
while doing the stories live as this is mandatory in Suvarna TV.  He has established nice 

contacts in Delhi across all the political parties. And whenever he travels on duty with 

government authorities to other distant places he uses defense plane as government can’t 

take risk of dumping him in passenger plane due to his extravagant weight.   

Face Pack for Bridegrooms 
CENTRE POINT: The leading disinfectant and monkey brand 

brooms manufacturing company has come out with new face pack 

on this occasion. They say this pack is effective and is 

manufactured with same ingredients as that of black belt phenyl 

and one has to clean the face with vibhava bleaching powder using 

monkey brand broom before applying this face pack. The lab 

testing failed when applied on the face of Mahendra Kautal. But 

the Vibhava management says it is too black face for trials.  They 

say product can surely be used on the faces of Nathu and dushi. 

VIRGINITY 

lost…. in the 

market 
KILLA, CBT: Prakash 

Raikar, the close friend of 

Dushi and Nathu lost his 

virginity in the share market 

when the market collapsed 

from 20k to 10 k very 

recently. You might have 

heard of people losing their 

huge investment during this 

period but our dear friend 

Raikar lost virginity also along 

with money.  He got married 

to a girl who used to work 

along with him in India bulls. 

Both were trading in the same 

terminal and once he invested 
his virginity, she booked it as 

her profit. He was always 

found of FUTURE AND 

OPTIONS in the market and 

due to the lower circuit hit by 

the market he was left with no 
other OPTION than marrying 

a FUTURE mother of his 

dividends. They lost their job 

for more intraday trading. He 

acted like real BULL in 

BEARISH market and the 

result is having wife without 

job in this recession period 
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Waiting for right WEIGHT 

BENGERI /UJIRE: Nathu spends at least one month in a year in 

naturopathy hospital either in bengeri, Hubli or Ujire in South 

Canara. This he has been doing since last 10 years to reduce the 

weight. Unfortunately he has never succeeded in this course but 

still he manages to spend some good time in these hospitals. 

When admitted in Hubli he makes it grand show. Friends visit 

him in clinic with fruits and tender coconuts. He goes out to 

movies with friends from the hospital and spends some time with 

spicy food in Durgadbail and Broadway and then returns to his 

room in clinic and drinks only lemon water. He invites friends to 

his room to have long serious chats about dieting and joins with 

them for the dinner or lunch in some savaji khanavali and the 

moment he comes back to room he drinks only lemon water with 

dash of honey. Now you must have realized why he has not lost 

any weight. The funniest thing is even after starting career as a 

reporter, he manages to get at least one month leave in a year for 

doing this course of discourses. The staff at Suvarna Bangalore 

hardly gets a single day leave and this bugger stationed at the 

capital of this country gets whole month leave. That’s amazing. Is 

not it? Actually the management itself feels over burdened by his 
weight and it wants to get rid of his weight. If tomorrow they start 

actual food allowance for all the reporters then nathu’s allowance 

for food would be more than his salary. So that is why Suvarna 

management is keen in reducing his weight. And sometimes he 

manages to reduce his weight by some quintals sorry some kgs 

and over period of time he gains it back. Anyway he does sincere 
effort in reducing the weight and that should be appreciated and 

even his management co-operates with him for such noble and 

global cause. Subhas Hugar, Vinod Naik and Shivkumar 

Mensinkai etc.etc who are not getting leaves from Suvarna 

management should not feel bad. Please understand you are not 

burden on the 5
th

 floor of the embassy square and hence you are 

not allowed to take many leaves. So be happy with your weight 

and let us all pray in almighty for reduction of nathu’s weight and 

let us wish him happy married life. Nathu, if you take marriage 

seriously then you will definitely reduce weight. I am sure of it. 

Look at me. I was 45 kgs before marriage now 42 kgs only 

HIT on the HEAD…… 

His ………MIND changes 
ISHWAR TEMPLE, STATION ROAD: It was 

around 7.28 in the evening, suddenly Umesh dushi 

cried in agony and before one could realize what 

made such hefty man to cry, his head started 

bleeding and blood started to smell his nose and was 

about to taste his lips. He could not see as chilly 

powder was thrown to his face. One hand on a head 

to cover the crack from outside world and with other 

hand he dialed toll free number of police sub 

inspector. With another hand he immediately called 

media mentor Abbas Mulla on his way to 
Vivekananda hospital for alerting the media. His 

contacts with press and police are so blind that 

blindly he called them. At the same time Nathu uncle 

who is superintendent of the Vivekananda hospital 

received a call and was hinted that Dushi with broken 

head is heading towards the hospital. The hospital 
starts getting ready for the big show, they knew 

media is on its way and they were about to face the 

flashing cameras and questioning microphones. 

Suddenly enters Auto bearing no KA -25, 4620 with 

its back seat wet with virgin blood of Brahmin 

accompanied by another senior non virgin Brahmin. 

He was rushed to emergency. A bed with green bed 

sheet was already waiting for him. A team of doctors 

and nurses with screws, nuts and bolts sorry…sorry. 

With scissor, injection, needle and thread were 

waiting for him in the gate. Suddenly the police siren 

alarms in the hospital. Enters police jeeps 1, 2, 

3……from ACP to constable everyone was anxious 

to face the camera. Mean time doctors looked at his 

cracked head and they were relieved that the crack 

brain inside the skull is intact and it is just the surface 

of head which has cracked and nothing to worry says 

doctor.  

…………continued in next page…………………… 
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Contd from page no.5………….. 

 

VIVEKANANDA HOSPITAL: Mean time the news spread 

in the city like H1N1 Swine flu virus and people started 

rushing towards the hospital. TV 9 and Suvarna channel 

have inserted the scrolling bar news and they were waiting 

for the bites. The hospital suddenly becomes epic centre, 

cameras flashing, sirens blowing, reporters calling etc. 

Umesh starts narrating the incident to the police sub 

inspector for F.I.R. Every body starts talking about the 

incident and explaining their own theory as if they were 

present when it happened or as if they have only hit him with 

rod on the head. Suddenly doctor decided to take him to ICU 

for stitching the cut on the head and he was carried in the 

flashing focus light of cameras. He was interviewed inside 

the ICU before stitching. The doctors and nurses were 
thrilled because first time they were part of TV interview for 

stitching 5 simple stitches on the head. In their life they have 

done many abortions and hernia operations but never 

interviewed. One of the nurses asked camera man when it is 

going to be telecasted. He said in another 15 minutes. So 

they had 15 minutes to stitch, if it was aired live then I think 
they would watch TV first and then stitched his head. Then 

police started making list of his enemies and asked him 

whether he doubts anybody. If a person has few enemies 

then one can point at them but it was difficult question for 

Umesh. He has enemies for every issue that he takes up and 

he has dealt with countless issues so far. So police started 

investigating and doctors sent him for scanning just to cross 

check that he is alright. In fact he was totally alright. He was 

recognizing every policemen, journalist and TV reporter and 

totally sober. Within no time scanning was done and every- 

  

HIT on the HEAD……MIND changes 

possibility of damage in 

brain was ruled out except 

the presence of brain. 

Thank god brain was found 

during the scanning. It is 

proof now for him to prove 

the presence of brain. By 

this time media had done its 

job and had finalized the 

caption for next day page 3 

item. Thanks to Abbas 

Mulla for arranging such 

massive           

Dr. Bankapur Marries  
DIMPLE girl………. 
Tabibland: Dr.Sandeep Bankapur 

who wanted to become engineer like 

 Umesh Dushi and Prashant Nathu ended up in becoming 

homo-pati sorry homeopathy doctor in Hubli. Recently he 

got married to a girl from Belgaum and at present he is 

having his honey moon period in his clinic. He had one 

simple criterion for selection of girl unlike dushi and 

Nathu who had complicated criteria. Dr.Bankapur wanted 

to marry a girl who has dimple on her face. So he found 

dimple girl in Belgaum and needless to say she is good 

match for Dr.Bankapur, slightly thicker than him. Of 

course one should be little fat in order to have dimple on 

chin. But the surprising factor is our dear Dr.Bankapur 

having wrinkles on stomach and at the upper part of his 

thighs,  was insisting for a girl with a dimple. One could 

not understand why he is after dimple, when there are so 

many interesting parts in human body. God knows what 

is there in the dimple. I am married since last 8.5 years 
and my wife does not have single dimple yet I enjoy. But 

the most surprising fact is when I visited couple on their 

wedding reception at Hubli I could hardly notice any 

dimple on her cheek. Yes there was absolutely no dimple 

on the face. Then dimple on which part of the body 

Dr.Bankapur was interested in? I hope he has found at 

least one dimple now at some part of the body.  

Dr. Mahesh Desai    

……..PILES PEELER……. 
Desai oni /Ron: After doing his graduation in Ayurveda 

medicine Mahesh desai has started teaching profession in 

Ayurveda. He is likely to open his clinic very shortly and    

his specialization so far is 

removing the piles from the 

drainage part of the body. It 

seems he does more than 5-6 

operations everyday and 

enjoys treating mass in ass. 

Right from the beginning he 

is found of ass hole and that is 

one of the reasons why he 

wanted to become doctor. 

People say 
even he treats throat infection thru’ asshole & he has 

attempted to remove tonsils thru’ the same hole. His 

expertise in this field is unquestionable & is likely to be awarded 

as BEST asshole doctor before the BJP government falls. 

media mela in such a short notice. If he would have known 

that dushi is going to be hit on the head with rod, he would 

have covered it live on TV 9 or Suvarna rather than saving 

dushi from the attack……..………………contd next page 
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HIT on the HEAD…… 

MIND changes 

Contd from page no.6………….. 

 

VIVEKANANDA HOSPITAL: so once the 
head injuries were ruled out and brain seems to 

be intact, doctors found his nose leaking. They 

said it has to be operated and was asked not 

explain much about how it happened to everyone 

and said let the people read paper and understand 

how it has happened. But dushi was interested in 

giving first hand information to every visitor and 

he kept on talking and his nose went on leaking 

till it was operated next day. Hospital saga 

continued for some more days but I won’t bother 

you much with this now. 

 

Coming to the turning point of this incident, 

Dushi who was reluctant to see girls for marriage 

suddenly changed his mind after this incident. 

This incident was not only a head opener for him 

but also a brain opener. Immediately after this 

incident he started seeing girls officially and 

ended up in finalizing one girl from distant 

village called abbigeri. The whole family is more 

than happy with his decision. He hardly saw 

couple of girls and settled for one unlike sudhir 

saraf who saw not less than 50 girls to marry one 

girl in the end. Even he said no dowry for the 

marriage and insisted that marriage be made very 

simple to avoid the extra expenses. Such noble 

change from dushi! It’s all due to one hit right on 

the head and brain starts ticking in the right 

direction. Anyway who hit him hard on the head 

does not matter now as long as it has helped his 

mind start functioning. 

In picture you can see doctors checking his bloody nose 

thru ears as he did not allow doctor to check it from the 

front as he was busy in explaining the incident to others 

RGS: The youth leader of 

Hubli, Mahendra Kautal 

was attacked on other day 

night while he was coming 

from Abbas mulla’s house 

after having gyarvi dinner. 

Condemning the racial 

attacks on Indians in 

Australia, Umesh dushi had 

asked people of Hubli to  

take revenge on every foreigner on the street. It was around 11.25 in 

the night and agitators thought a South African is coming in the black 

bike, so they attacked him with hockey stick. Confused Mahendra 

started speaking in English and this confirmed the attackers that he is 

indeed a foreigner. Actually his English does not sound like English 

either. Though he looks like a distant relative of South African 

president he is Indian by birth. His color confuses everyone and he 

himself has become a victim of his color and language now. 

RACIAL ATTACK on 
..Mahendra Kautal.. 

 

26/11, unforgettable 

Experience - Nathu 

TAJ HOTEL, MUMBAI: Prashant 

Nathu said his reporting experience 

during Mumbai attack on 26/11 by 

Pakistani terrorists was unforgettable. He 

thought of reporting it from Delhi by 

taking bites from others thru’ net but 

Suvarna management insisted him to go   

to the site personally. By the time he reached Mumbai in plane half 

of the hostages were freed and he got 8 inch by 4 feet space on the 

foot path, opposite Taj hotel to lie down and report the incident. 

Nathu tired by long journey from Delhi lied down on the footpath 

and slept for couple of hours. And by the time he woke up Taj was 

burning high on the sky and red fumes were spreading everywhere. It 

was then he realized that he was supposed to cover this incident and 

then he started searching for the camera. Normally he does not carry 

camera as he gets bite from other news channel friends in Delhi. 

Some how he borrowed camera in Mumbai and once again lied down 

on the foot path and started reporting. Actually he was feeling sleepy 

again but the sound of passing bullets from Taj kept him awake. The 

truth is none of the reporters including Nathu reporting from Mumbai 

got a real clue of what was happening inside the Taj during 26/11. 
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YOJNA EVENTS bags Mega Event 
AKSHAY PARK: Shashat pujar’s mega event management company gets the card 

distribution event for both the marriages. As dushi and Nathu are being considered by him as 

close friends, he had no problem in getting this order. However stage decoration, catering, 

honeymoon package, traveling arrangements, shamiyana arrangements were not given to his 

firm. Yojna events off late does lot of jobs like pamphlet distribution, flex banner printing, 

coffee powder distribution, DTH unit selling, press briefing, DTP etc etc.. And these are 

mega events of the firm. They are so full of orders that no customer comes second time to 

their door. The only repetitive customer so far to them is aishwarya earth movers headed by 

Mr.Kaustubh. Mean time Shashwat   is also looking for a Vaishnava girl thru  

his relatives network and yet to finalize the girl. His parents are keen in getting girl for him at the earliest as they are fed up 

playing with dog at home. Even after the sad demise of the previous congress dog now they have procured new dog as he is 

delaying in finalizing the girl. His parents are advertising his profile on every possible media yet they are not able to find a 

girl for him. Poor parents are spending their time now by feeding dog, fishes, plants and playing with neighbor’s grand 

children. The problem with him is, he is getting the girls of Nathu and Dushi’s sizes and they would be too heavy on him. 

And he can’t bear such heavy weight during recession. He is looking for a right size girl who should be home made I mean 

made for home and should not be career conscious. I can write many more aspects about him but let me save it for the “times 

of bachelor” for his marriage edition. He is the best friend in my neighborhood and I don’t want him to be pissed off against 

me as he takes issues some time personal and chews it for a longer period in his remote corner of mind and keeps analyzing. 

KITTU’S KRISHNA BHAVAN: Krishna bhavan is one of the oldest hotels in Hubli 

and known for its quality from the ages. Now in Hubli it has become rehab centre for astrologers, lawyers, journalists, 

corporators, social service agents, medical representatives etc etc. Some of the room occupants of this hotel are as ancient 

as hotel. Krishna murthy Uchchilla known as Kittanna by everybody is very customer friendly owner of this hotel. 

Though he is very traditional by appearance but manages to mingle with every traditional friends. Whoever wants to start 

a new career, he provides them office in some corner of his hotel basement and hardly charges any rent for it. He wants 

his hotel rooms to be booked at all the time. It is basically a hub for all our friends to meet and do the gossiping and he too 

enjoys this and that is why he allows it. He provides party hall and food whenever required to friends and never bothers to 

ask for money. He is also a president of hotel association of Hubli and he needs all his friends to fight for their cause. He 

enjoys eating outside rather than in his hotel. Very recently he had been to Singapore on pleasure trip and since then he 

has been banned by family members to worship lord Krishna in hotel as he has crossed sea. He does not smoke once in a 

while and enjoys company with everybody. It seems he does not drink but allows others to drink in his hotel rooms. He 

understands the taste of today’s youth and enjoys with them despite not being very young. 
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NO   PRESS   BRIEFING 
KRISHNA BHAVAN: Umesh 

Dushi and Nathu have decided not 

to brief the press about their 

marriage preparations. They say it is 

their personal life and hence they 

don’t wish to publicize it. More over 

they are good in making others 

personal life public in a systematic 

manner and they even conduct 

secret love marriages under their 

supervision and later on see that it 

gets public and press attention. 

Umesh dushi in particular is always 

in touch with all the media people 

and he keeps giving them breaking 

news all the time. Even sometimes 

to give the breaking news for his 

desperate press friends he himself 

breaks the law and becomes news. 

For him issues are not important but 

zeal to fight is important and he gets 

at least 3-4 issues weekly. Only 

unfortunate part of it is, he fights 

these issues without any cost and 

hence you can’t expect him to 

complete these issues till the end. 

I  WANT   PUBLIC  URINAL 

Public Urinal, Ganesh Peth Cross: Once upon a 

time there was a public urinal right in front of the Dr. 

sandipini Bankapur’s clinic. So he asked Umesh 

dushi to help him in getting that urinal shifted by 

corporation authorities somewhere else where people 

piss more. Umesh dushi as usual fought for it and he 

got that urinal shifted from that place. Over a period 

of time the patients stopped coming to his clinic. He 

was amazed and could not find the reason. The doctor 

at the next street where the urinal was shifted started 

making more money than him. Poor Bankapur did not 
realize that whoever used to come for pissing in 

public urinal used to peep inside his clinic while 

peeing and then would come to his clinic as he was 

sitting idle. Now that urinal is gone so are the 

patients. And more over that urinal was so clean that, 

it was the birth place for many diseases in that area. It 
is from that urinal he used to make money. That 

urinal was his bread, butter and beer. It is shifted now. 

After realizing this fact, now Dr.Bankapur is 

requesting Umesh dushi once again for shifting that 

Public Urinal back to its original position. Now that it 

is chicken gunnia season he does not want to miss it. 

He is pleading in fact to get back that urinal. But what 

does he thinks of Umesh Dushi? Umesh is not finding 

time to find urinal for pissing and now he should 

arrange public urinal shifting for Dr.Sandy.  

HONEY MOON 

In kulu-manali 
India gate, Delhi: After the 

marriage Nathu has decided 

to go to kulu manali for his 

first honeymoon. Congress 

govt is sponsoring this trip as 

Suvarna Channel has 

predicted before the election 

that congress is going to 

come for the power with full  

majority.  Actually no 

channel has predicted this 

before the election but once 

the result was over Suvarna 

Channel claimed that they 

had predicted it in 

Malayalam language. So the 

credit goes to Nathu and he 

goes to Kulu-manali with his 

wife on maiden honeymoon. 

ENTERTAINMENT By 
MAHENDRA KAUTAL & Team 
RAMNAGAR: Mahendra kautal has taken total responsibility 

of entertaining crowd for Umesh dushi’s marriage.  He looks 

like entertainer when he speaks in English and now he is 

planning to have marriage procession from Krishna bhavan to 

Sri.krishna kalyan mantap. As Mahedra’s indica is seized recently for not paying the installments, he is planning to carry out 

the Dushi’s procession on the shoulders of four people and it would be unique experience for umesh dushi also. Cheer girls 

are invited from Kenya to perform on the reception day. Cheer girls won’t be charging as they are distant relatives of 

Mahendra.  Orchestra is arranged in the night where he is planning to sing English song “I am a black bad boy” from his album 

“black flash”. Even he is planning to perform his karate styles on stage as he is white belt master. Actually he is black belt master but 

black belt can’t be seen on his body black ground hence he is using fluorescent white belt for performing. 
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A PAIN ON THE PITCH 
SHANTALA POWER RESEARCH GROUND: In cricket you must have 

heard about the terms like grass on the pitch, cracks on the pitch, dry surface, wet 

surface etc etc but have you ever heard the term pain on the pitch. No, is not it? 

But I tell u when Umesh dushi comes to the cricket ground once in a blue moon 

he is really pain on the pitch for many players. He comes to ground with wet face, 

slight grass on the both sides of chin, dry expression and with crack mind. By the 

time he joins others, first innings power play would be over. He then starts 

measuring the distance between both ends of stumps and asks who has fixed 

stumps? Distance is not correct! Ok cool…you played half of the first innings and 

then this guy comes and tells you the distance between to crease is not correct. 

Who is he? Billy Bowden? Wicket keeping is the only fielding position for him 

keeping his body and its language in a mind. And oh! Boy, batsmen gets irritated 

by his ball to ball coaching and even bowler some time gets scolding by him if he 

bowls good length delivery out side the  off stump which he can’t keep. And if 

you bowl leg side and expect him to do the stumping then you forget that wicket. 

When he is keeping you should bowl straight to the bat and see that batsmen do  

not miss the bowl. And when he comes for batting in any order as he pleases, keeper should not encourage the bowler saying 

“same bowl, same bowl”, fielders should not say “Up him”, you forget appealing when he is batting. Even the team position 

and required run rate does not matter to him. Once he gets out, he comes out with couple reasons always.  But rest of the team 

members both fielding and batting team feels relieved. But he enjoys cricket whether others enjoy playing with him or not. 

Today the cricket is alive in our group mainly due to the Kaustubh Saunshikar who spends weekly 25 sms to all the players 

without worrying about the cost, despite being married to Konkani girl. And every Sunday morning at 6.48 we observe two 

minutes silence in memory of our founder members Prabhu Angadi and Praveen Bagade who have discovered that 3 x 6 bed 

is more comfortable than 22 yard cricket pitch. Thanks to everybody including Umesh dushi for keeping cricket alive in our 

group. And we expect Umesh to change his cricketing attitude after marriage in home pitch otherwise he would be made just 

nude sorry mute spectator in home ground. He should take precaution for groin injury while playing cricket at home. 

“Itne bade ho gaye ho……..thodi to maturity dikhao” 

………..kal se ……….. Dikhaongana. 

PARADISE: you must have seen the MAX NEW YORK LIFE –PENSION PLAN 

advertisement in which wife says to husband “Itne bade hogaye ho, thodi to maturity 

dikhao” and then husband says “kal se……..dikhaongana…..promise”. These lines in 

the ad are borrowed from geeta Hugar. Yes wife of chief reporter of Suvarna channel. 

One often hears these words from her mouth whenever Subhas does immature deeds. 

And believe me I am a close friend of Subhas and I know he listens these words 

almost everyday. One day she insisted him to wear helmet right in front of her eyes 

before going to the office as subhas may forget wearing helmet while driving. He 

obeyed her as usual and while climbing down the steps with heavy helmet on the head and her 

words of advise bombarding inside the head he slipped from the stairs. And the result, he 

suffered 15 days holiday at home. with fractured leg and wife. 

Can you believe, during the election time chief reporter of Suvarna News channel lying on the bed, resting his broken leg on 

his son’s shoulder and  watching TV all the time?.........even more funniest thing is immediately after his recovery Suvarna 

management has decided to promote him to the post of state in charge & was given higher responsibility. Hugar who refused 

to have second child fearing the more responsibility at home, is now almost all state in charge for Suvarna channel. If you 

ask Hugar he says he can handle the national issues and responsibilities if given but please don’t bother him with issues and 

responsibilities at home….ok…cool.  When Suvarna management was asked why they promoted such man who can’t even 

walk properly with helmet on, they said- a man, who can tolerate such strict management and harassment at home and still survive, 

can really come up in our organization and they are looking forward to provide him homely environment even at office.  
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A wedding presents by state 

government - Dismiss all 

Dushi cases........ 
HUBLI COURT: State government 

has decided to take back all the pending 

cases against Umesh Dushi on this 

occasion. Already home minister of the 

state is in touch with the local ACP and 

has asked him to make a list of all the 

cases against dushi since his childhood. 

Dushi does not seems to be more 

pleased with this announcement as he 

always enjoys spending time in court 

but his lawyer Sanjiv Badaskar has 

expressed overwhelming happiness. 

Badaskar is representing dushi’s cases 
since ages and as usual he can’t expect 

any fees from him and he is fed up with 

all his pending cases. And some of all 

time witnesses for dushi’s cases like 

Jayatirtha katti, nandkumar safare, 

Raghavendra ramdurga, Raghu 

Ayyangar etc have also felt relieved by 

this decision. They were also fed up in 

attending court with him. Actually these 

are the group of people who help each 

other by witnessing each other in the 

cases and only the Badaskar is common 

lawyer for this group. After this 

decision police department is more than 

pleased. They were fed up in registering 

cases against him and they are equally 

fed up in day to day firefighting his 

quarrels with others. At least for some 

time Umesh should take break from 

these activities and should concentrate 

on family affair and welfare. If 

continues his old habits then one day his 

wife will witness against him in the 

court.  

HONEYMOON 

HOUSE 
Vijaynagar: A new house is 

being constructed on the 

second floor of some old 

apartment in Vijaynagar for 

Umesh’s honeymoon purpose. 

House owner sri.ramesh 

kulkarni told the media that he 

is giving it to dushi on free of 

cost as dushi helped him in 

snatching this apartment from 

the builder.  

There will not be any house 

warming ceremony after the 

honeymoon as the house would 

be warmed by Umesh during 

honeymoon and painting will 

be carried out after 

“putrakameshti homa” in the 

same premise. The homa is 

carried out for the benefit of 

the couple. Not for the house 

owners benefit.  

A-STAR HOLDERS 
PICCOLO: Whenever Kaustubh 

Saunshikar and Shashwat Pujar meet in 
piccolo needless to say to have Draught 

and Premium king fisher beer, they 

discuss about their newly purchased A-

star maruti car. Shashwat purchased a new 

car after his old car was molested by an 

anti Vaishnava with stone, couple of years 

before on holi day. He purchased a red car 

in order to look attractive as he is getting 

ready for the marriage and Saunshikar 

purchased a black car to condole the 

present married life. For Saunshikar, car is 

a passion and for Shashwat it is a fashion. 

Under the influence of these two another 

couple of guys are planning to have the 

same car and one of them is Prakash 

Raikar. He is known for taking slow 

decisions and hence by the time he goes 

out to purchase the car, A-star model 

would be obsolete from the market.  

GHORPADE IS GLAD 

GADAG: Sudhir Singh Ghorpade 

was very glad when he saw the 

invitation cards of Nathu and dushi. 

Once upon a time when he was in 

Hubli they were very close and used 

to do time pass in MP office along  

with Prabhu Angadi and Santosh Chavhan. Ghorpade who refused to become 

candidate in charge during the dharwad MP election, considered himself as 

candidate material for Haveri constituency. He was politely denied the ticket 

as he is neither lingayat nor reddy. Just because he is ex- serviceman ticket 

can’t be issued as the govt is more interested in martyr and martyr’s family. So 

right now Ghorpade has dropped the idea of becoming MP and is looking 

forward for the upcoming mid terms state election. At present Ghorpade is 

practicing law legally in gadag and he has gladly accepted to do arrangements 

in gadag for dushi’s marriage. So Ghorpade will be the host for the marriage 

and guest for the reception. 
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Abbas Mulla to 

head waqf board…. 
KESHWAPUR: Abbas Mulla is 

likely to head state waqf board in 

the coming month. He is 

considered to be the right 

candidate for his pro govt stands 

towards controversial Kashmir 

issue. Abbas Mulla was once 

journalist in Hubli for Marathi 

paper and it seems he has 

developed good contact within 

BJP organization right from the 

beginning of his career. Actually 

he was seeking nomination to 

legislative council but was denied 

due to his Marathi origin. Govt 

feels KARAVE may object for his 

nomination. 

DUSHI SUPPORTS SUDHIR 

SARAF for M.P CANDIDATURE 
C.B.T KILLA: Umesh dushi has expressed his support to 

sudhir saraf for the upcoming Loksabha election for 

dharwad constituency.  The sitting M.P pralhad joshi has 

decided to retire from the active politics in order to give a 

chance to youngsters. Sudhir saraf is considered young as 

he still does not have B.P and sugar and is likely to get 

ticket. More over Saraf belongs to the minority community 

and hence there will be pressure on BJP hi-command from 

Brahmin community. Dushi’s support is vital for sudhir as 

dushi controls total media in the state and without his 

support and wish it is very difficult to win the election. 

NATHU NOT  

INTERESTED 
NEW DELHI: Prashant Nathu is 

not interested in Rajya Sabha seat 

which will be vacated in the next 

month as Subhas Hugar’s term 

gets completed. Subhas Hugar is 

not interested in continuing for 

the second term as he wants to 

return to Hubli to spend rest of 

the life with his friends. Hugar 

former chief of Suvarna channel 

has spent enough time in Delhi as 

journalist and now wants to 

return to Hubli. Nathu is 

interested in politics but his size 

prevents him sitting in the floor 

of the parliament house. And 

opposition may object wheelchair 

inside the parliament house as it 

sends negative sign to the outside 

world 

Kenya condemns Sacking of 

Mahendra Kautal 
RAM NAGAR: Kenya govt officially lodged a complaint 

against Indian govt in the UN Council today alleging the 

racism in India. Indian govt has recently withdrawn its 

ambassador Mahendra Kautal from Nairobi without citing 

any reasons. Kenya govt feels it is insult to the whole black 
community. In reply Indian govt said it has withdrawn 

Kautal from Kenya due to language problem and hence it 

has got nothing to do with racism. Mahendra kautal’s 

English was very tough for Kenya people and hence he 

could not communicate Indian concerns to the Kenya govt. 

now Indian govt is likely to post Kautal in Uganda keeping 

his tribal communication skills in mind. And more over 

Kautal’s ancestors belongs to Congo which is adjacent 

country to Uganda. 

Santosh Chavhan 
denies his role….. 
GOA: Santosh chavhan has denied 

his role in recent transfer of IAS 

officers. He says this allegation by 

media is baseless and it is 
conspiracy against him by Dushi. 

Santosh is said to be the big 

political power dealer in the state 

and right now he is busy in Taj-goa 
to finalize the candidate for goa 

governor.    

Raikar’s Resident 
CBT: Prakash Raikar has 

constructed his house at last in 

CBT. He had decided to construct 

house some 26 years before and it 

took so much time for him to 

implement it. Thanks to Shashwat 

for constant reminders and Umesh 

for getting him permission for 

construction. More over he is 
thinking of taking A-Star maruti 

car now. As the product is not 

available in the market, he is 

looking for used car. He may get it  

in scrap yard near Varur. 

BAGADE calls for evening Schools 
MARK TAILORS SHOP: Praveen bagade has asked 

education minister of the state to change the school timings 

from 9 am to 2 pm. He says it is too early for children to go 
to school at 9 in the morning and he feels it is good for 

health of children to wake up around 11 am and get ready 

for the school. He has been practicing it since he was born 

and has not seen sunrise since last 24 years. He thinks 

bright sunrise is harmful for the eyes of the human beings. 

Mean time he bagged govt school uniform order for the 

entire state consecutively for the third time but he is yet to 

deliver the last year order. Ever since he has taken state 

govt school uniform orders, govt has cancelled its rule of 

compulsory uniform. And even he has asked the govt not 

change the uniform at least for five years so that he can 

deliver old orders within five years 

Prabhu Angadi to 

miss Prachi’s wedding 
ARVINDNAGAR: Prabhu 

Angadi is likely to miss prachi 

Saunshikar’s marriage on 

Sunday. He is a close friend & 
good customer of Prachi’s father 

Kaustubh Saunshikar who owns 

south India JCB dealership 

excluding goa.  Prabhu Angadi 

expressed his regret and says it is 

inevitable for him as he has to 

collect corporation water on that 

day at any cost. 

 

Mohan Chitle Admitted to NIMHANS: The leading psephologist of Hubli-

dharwad Sri.Mohan Chitle was admitted to Nimhans, Hubli branch. He is known for his voting 

calculation and victory margin since last 35 years and now due to increase in the no. of voters his 

mind got blocked while calculating probable votes for BJP in the corporation election. Doctors 

says there is nothing to worry as he is physically very fit and once he forgets calculating votes he will 

be alright. Doctor says this disease is called as electoral numerical paralytic analysis syndrome. 

Pratham Adur to 

marry….. 
RENUKANAGAR: Pratham 

Adur has decided to marry a same 

girl whom he has been dating 

since his childhood under amidst 

opposition of family members. 
However his father who is 

spending his retired life doing 

painting & playing chess online 

does not gives any shit about this 

and he says it is his bloody life 

and let him marry anybody he 

pleases. His mother and sister 

Prashasti are furious about it. 


